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Laminate Surface Textures 

The texture of a laminate surface is created during the pressing process with a stainless steel plate. 
 
Wilsonart Laminates are standard with textures that compliment the visual of the design.  Alternate textures are 
available, and vary per design. For information regarding alternate texture choices, sizes, and up-charges, 
please see the “Pattern Availability”.  All non-standard combinations carry a longer lead time.  Some textures 
carry a premium. 
 

#01 High Gloss - Premium 
A mirror sheen finish, which gives a smooth, brilliant appearance.  All Wilsonart 
Laminate with #01-High Gloss finish also features AEON™ technology and can 
be used for horizontal applications such as countertops and light-to 
medium commercial applications.  Excellent for vertical application.  #01-High 
Gloss finish carries a premium upcharge. 
 
Glossometer reading:  MD and CD 110 ± 10 
 
 
#07 Textured Gloss - Premium 
A textured finish which reproduces the high sheen of waxed wood furniture.  
Recommended for horizontal and vertical application.  #07 finish features 
AEON technology and carries a premium upcharge. 

Glossometer reading:  MD and CD 42 ± 4     
 
 
 
 
 

 
#12 Soft Grain -  Premium 
A dense, woodgrain structure that is low gloss and soft to the touch.  Subtle 
highlights of reflectivity randomly occur within the embossed grains, creating a 
sophisticated raw wood look.  #12 finish features AEON technology and carries 
a premium upcharge. 
 
Glossometer reading:  MD and CD 6 ± 1 
 
 
 
#18 Linearity -  Premium 
A directional texture running the length of the sheet, having a narrow, random, 
matte-gloss linear quality.  It is complementary to linear woodgrains, and linear 
patterns, and provides dimension and visual movement to solid colors. #18 
finish features AEON technology and carries a premium upcharge. 
 
Glossometer reading:  MD and CD 18 ± 4 

http://www.wilsonartcontract.com/pattern-availability/
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#38 Fine Velvet Texture 
A smooth textured finish with moderate reflective value.  Recommended for 
horizontal and vertical application. 
 
Glossometer reading:  MD and CD 14 ± 2 

 
 
 
 
 

 
#52 Quarry - Premium 
Premium finish emulating the “pitted” look of polished natural stone. 
Recommended for horizontal and vertical application.  #52 features AEON 
technology and carries a premium upcharge. 
 
Glossometer reading: MD and CD 55 ± 5 
 
 
 
 
#60 Matte 
Textured finish with a moderate reflective quality.  Recommended for horizontal 
and vertical application.   
 
Glossometer reading: MD and CD 10 ± 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#78 FineGrain - Premium 
The FineGrain premium finish features the polish and luxe of a real wood 
veneer, with a subtle, narrow grain structure that runs the length of the sheet.  
Recommended for horizontal and vertical application.  #78 finish features 
AEON technology and carries a premium. 

 

 
Glossometer reading: MD and CD 38 ± 3 
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Wilsonart® HD® High Definition® Laminate Optical Surface Effects 

 
#35 Mirage – Ultra Premium 
Subtle variations in matte and gloss finish connect to nature’s own finishes: 
rough and weathered, smooth and polished.  This finish is exclusive to 
Wilsonart® HD® High Definition® Laminate and is not available in other designs 
or product types.  #35 finish features AEON technology, providing 4x industry 
standard wear resistance, improved scratch, scuff & mar performance.  
Wilsonart HD premium pricing. 
 
Glossometer reading: MD and CD 50 ± 20 
 

 
#45 Facet – Ultra Premium 
A medium to small scale texture providing an optical surface effect that adds 
dimension and depth to laminate.  It is comprised of a balance of matte and 
gloss areas.  The angular, faceted, textural characteristics connect it to the 
stone and quartz-like visuals it was designed for.  #45 finish features AEON 
technology, providing 4x industry standard wear resistance, improved scratch, 
scuff & mar performance.  Wilsonart HD premium pricing. 
 
Glossometer reading:  MD and CD 50 ± 20 
 

 
#55 Glaze – Ultra Premium 
A layering of matte features over a glaze of semi-gloss, creates this time worn 
effect.  Wilsonart HD premium pricing. 
 
Glossometer reading:  MD and CD 25 ± 20 
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